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WHAT SORT OF
'MAN READS
ELBURRO?

A farsighted young man who , aspires to high
places, the EL BURRO reader is a perceptive individual who aims high. He is a record breaker,
ever on the alert, leaving nothing -unfinished Always prepared, he can be counted on to do the
job and do it well. FACTS: 86.9% of EL BURRO
readers are enrolled in some facet of education.
Many of them utilizing_ this increased ability to
get a shot at higher positions: EL BURRO readers
are head and shoulders above the crowd. No
wonder more businesses who need men to fill the
loftier towers in their fields advertise in EL BURRO.
(Source: Texas Business Journal · Annual Report,
1966).
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Advertising· Office: Student Union Bldg. 402 - Phone 542-5132
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It looked extremely rocky for the Viet Cong that year.
The war was going badly, the government still was there.
So when Stalin quit in Europe, and coexistence rose to fame,
A pallor wreathed the features of the patrons of the game.

HO

A straggling few kept up the fight, the rest retreated North,
With hope in heart that their boy finally would step forth.
For they thought, "If only Ho Chi could get a whack at that,"
They'd put up even money with Ho Chi at the bat.

CHI

But Diem preceeded Ho Chi and likewise so had France;
The former was a tyrant; the latter had no chance.
So on that striken country, a U.S. grip was sat.
There seemed but little question of where Ho Chi's place was at.

AT

But Big Minh let fly a coup, to the wonderment of all;
And the mandarin Diem was stood up against a wall.
And when the dust had settled, and they saw what had occurred,
There was Taylor safe in Saigon and Ky had just a third.

THE

Then from the gladdened comrades went up a joyous yell,
It rumbled on the mountaintops, it rattled in the dell,
It struck upon the hillside and rebounded on the flat,
For Ho Chi, mighty Ho Chi was advancing to the bat.

BAT

There was ease in Ho Chi's manner as he heated up the pace.
There was pride in Ho Chi's bearing and glee in Ho Chi's face,
And when responding to the cheers he quickly seized Don That,
No stranger in the world would doubt it was Ho Chi at the bat.
Ten thousands eyes were on him as he drafted volunteers.
Five thousand tongues applauded when he said it'd take two years.
Then when the writhing Uncle sent advisors by the score.
Defiance glared in Ho Chi's eye; he said, "We'll take on more."

.

And now the steel spheres came hurtling through the air,
And Ho Chi stood a-watching in haughty graundeur there.
Close by the sturdy batsman the first offer .went unread .
"That ain't my style," said Ho Chi; "Bomb again," the President said.

~

From the jungle, green with foliage, there went up a muffled roar,
Like the falling off of breakers upon 'a distant shore.
"Stop him, stop the president," shouted senators in the stand.
Its likely they'd of stopped him had not Ho Chi seized more land.
With a smile of Chinese charity great Ho Chi's visage shone,
He raised the mounting tumult, he made the game go on.
They o;ignaled to the president, once more the bombers flew.
But Ho Chi still ignored them, the president said, "Offer two."
"Fraud?" cried the maddened thousands, and the echo answered, "Fraud?"
But one scornful look from Ho Chi and the peasantry was awed.
They saw his face grow cold and stern; they saw his "missles" strain,
And they knew that Ho Chi wouldn't let the bombs COVJe down again.
/

The sneer is gone from Ho Chi's face, his teeth are clenched in hate.
He pounds his troops with fury 'gainst the remnants of the state.
Now th airmen load the bombs and now they let them go,
And now the land is shattered by the force of Ho Chi's blow.
Oh somewhere in a favored land the Party's shining bright.
Some are spreading sabotage and some keep up the fight.
And somewhere workers joke and somewhere comrades shout;
But there is no joy in Hanoi, mighty Ho Chi was bombed out.

BY JQ.N

SHERRY
Leprechaun
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government existed, this profession flourished. It was due to this
situation that civil war broke out.
The Haves (West) were completely landlocked. This itself
would not have been disastrous
had the population been willing
to accept native girls to satisfy
their desires. But alas, being a
strongly nationalistic nation, the
Haves strange sense of patriotism
prohibited this indulgence. Recent violent differences with their
neighbors had cm:sed ill-will and
imports from them had :correspondingly diminished. So th~
poor Westerners, their closest supplies shut off, appealed to the better nature of their Eastern brothers to at least allow them access
to the port city of Hadan Elatlie
via the Ranque River. A thriving
port, a melting pot of nationalities,
Hadan Elatlie was veritably abundant with foreign flesh. Their problems seemed solved, and the Westerners took to celebrating their
g-eod luck. Prematurely however,
for the Haves had failed to realize
how deep-seated the morality of
the Have N ots extended. An edict
was issued from Kau Dungue and
the West's cause for elation was
cancelled. Needless to say, a state
of war immediately ensued. .

Huad unobtrusively slips into Kau Dungue on his way to
the parliament.

Jluad prQclaims · victory after triumphantly assaulting parliament; little did he realize that his political life was soon to
come to an abrupt end.
·
·
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Exile: Huad, still flushing toilets,
took delight in this change of
events in the homeland, for it
meant the time was ripe for his
triumphant return. Flushing sixteen hours a day, he managed to
earn the passage home. Landing
incognito in the hotbed of the·hostility, Huad quickly made his way
inland to ·the mountain metropolis
of Giang Biang. It was from here
he decided to launch his vapid
comeback. Rounding tip his loyal
supporters, Huad and his trio began their march on the capital.
Storming the' steps of parliament,
Huad commandeered a megaphone
and announced his return. Widespread rejoicing ran through the
gladdened throng. Huad announced his plans to end the civil
strife. A return to the past was
predicted. He lifted the ban on
prostitution. The crowd was ecstatic. They demonstrated their
delight with this latest declaration. However, within this joyous
jubilee lu~ed a fanatical moralist.
A pistol was drawn, a retort was
heard, and there was no jby in
Phaliksym-Bol, the mighty Huad
had been t~hot.
His death dampened his idealistic plans and the country remained
divided. And thus the situation is
today. The war is raging, foreign
advisors support the causes on
each side, but the war remains as
it has since the beginning, a means
to an end.-
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The Red Chinese government Invited q Sports Ulcerated correspondent to spend eight oction-pocked, propogondo-filled
weeks reporting Chino' s recently · orgonized tock le footboll
leogue. The follow ing is whot our reporter fou[ld.
by Robert J. Johnson
\

'.

FOOTBALL: RED CHINESE STYLE·
Peking is a bustling city, where and .whenever its citizens are allowed to bustle, alive
with the trump-trump marching of soldiers,
students, and demoted government officials.
Here the industrialization process has wiped
the slate clean of the past and given the
pea~ant a glorious soot-filled future to enjoy.
On Bang Ded Lane ·are children gayly
chanting "Mao is a dirty imperialist" as unifonned adults just as joyfully lead the innocents to their first day of 'corrective education:• Further along a student recited the
poem "My Love is Like a Red, Red Comrade" to a secret policeman posing as the
suspect's girlfriend.
The facade of happiness, though, is pervaded everywhere with the down-to-earth
seriousness personified by the numerous slogan-plastered billboards:
"Help Beautify Wasteland China," one litter poster encourages.
Support Your Local Secret Police," says
one right-wing slogan.
"Make War, Not Love": definitely government dictated.
"Johnson is a Fink!"
But nowhere in the Red Chinese capital
can be seen a more magnificent architectural
achievement than Huat Hapon Stadium, home
of the Peking Toms-one of the five American-style football teams of the Won Flung
Dung Football League.
Huat Hapon Stadium with its barbed-wire
entrances outlined by Peking's three-story
skyscrapers emits all the rugged romance of
the famed farm-labor communes. Inside, the
bamboo goalposts are indicative of Chinese
individuality as well as the government's
thriftness.
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The WFDFL has been nursed since puberty by Gung Mad, a spritely, middle-aged
Oriental who boasts a reputation of being
impatient with disorderliness. Today the
league mentors still joke about the time the
first coach's meeting moderated by the controversial commissioner was called. As the
anecdote goes, each coach was seated alphabetically-the order with which each would
present his views on the league rules. One
emotional coach, hearing an idea with which
he disagreed violently, · waved his hand for
permission to speak. "You can speak when
your turn comes," the commissioner said.
"But honorable sir," protested the mentor,
"I have something important to say." Gung
countered, "You mean you had something
important to say," pulled out a pistol, quietly
shot the coach between the eyes, and proceeded with the meeting.
Gung also has a tendency to be impatient
with those who question his motives. He
claims tackle football is in reality a Chinese
invention rather than an American innovation (much in the same manner as Castro
proclaims baseball for his Cubanos). When
asked if he could prove his belief, he exploded: "You war-mongering Americans. Always demanding proof! He produced a manuscript, which was supposed to be an archeological discovery comparable to the Dead
Sea Scrolls, from his files.
"But this paper is brand new," I protested, "not old and yellow as it should be."
"See what I mean," Gung said with an
air that vaguely reminded me of Ho Chi
Minh. "We give you Americans proof, and
you present silly technicalities."
Turning to more pleasant subjects, the

WFDFL commissioner discussed the possibilities of a true world championship game between the best of the two nations.
"Of course," he said chewing his nails
because the steel shortage had confiscated
his nailclippers, "the only fair way to conduct the game would be by our rules. First,
Chinese referees would be employed because
they're unbiased and thoroughly brainw ... ,.
er, well educated. Second, should a Chinese
compatriot slug or kick an American, that
Yankee had better not resort to violence.
Otherwise it would be a direct violation of
our 'i nterpretation of the Geneva Conference."
stare in amazement after quarterback hefts a long bomb toward Hanoi .

Poorly poid Won Flung Dung players disregard football and scramble for
money tossed by exuberant fans .

In the first exhibition tilt of the year
fought between the Peking Toms and the Sinkiang Battleships, Suki "Red Dog" Yaki, the
Tom_s 140-pound linebacker, proved to be the
defensive star. But the most disconcerting
result of the game was the serious injury of
seven players. The cause: The Peoples Republic Army training which each player on
the field had experienced. Simply stated, the
"Human Wave" or "Hari Kari" strategy
just ain't gonna work when the sides are
even.
The Red Chinese player-coach relation. ship first made its appearance when one of
- the players encountered a stern lecture from
the Battleship's Tung Fli Kwik .
."But coach . . . "
':You talk too much. Talk, talk, talk.
Where you learn play football, anyway? In
Hew Hess Hay? F '
·
"But .coach ·. .. " .,._,
"How you like punch in honorable snoot?"
"But coach, Ghiang 1\ai Shek say 'Human
Wave' play always-work." :
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"Aaaghgh (or some reasonable facsimile
thereof)." Tung responded in defeat. He
turned around and walked off mumbling
something to the effect of "Chiang say this,
Chiang say that. What he know about football?!"
A young rivalry has 'already blossomed in
the fledgling WFDFL between the Nanking
Hawks, sentimentally mimed the "Atomic
Club" by the government, and the Shanghai
Doves, scorned by the Chinese Communist
party but adored by the hometown fans. The
Hawks, called the "Atomic Club". becau~e of
their newly-found offensive power minus a
decent delivery system (namelY. a quarterback), blasted the Doves in all three exhibition games by margins of 54-0, 24-0, 48-0.
Doves fans, vaguely reminiscent of the famous (infamous) devotees of baseball;s New
York Mets, display every game placards
proudly announcing:

Tom halfback strikes a languishing pose for Sports Ulcerated photographer
as opposition tallies for six .
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A QUESTION · OF SERVICE
Editorial Comment by Tim Bitler

This article is both in the form of a statement of what I have always felt the premise
of a college magazine should be and to find if
a majority of the student body feels the same.
The problem to be discussed is the extent of
censorship which a student body should allow
to color the publications for which it directly
pays. It should be pointed out that the funds
for student publications are obtained from the
collections which are raised under the title of
Student Association Fee. If you are enrolled in
more than twelve hours then you are required
to pay this fee. The points in question take the
form of two intended features in this El Burro,
but were deleted because Mr. John Middagh,
director of Student Publications and advisor for
El Burro, felt they would raise controversy, not
among the student body, which the magazine
supposedly serves, but in the community of
El Paso.
It would seem that we find the magazine,
into which your money is funneled, has become
part of some sort of public relation tool for the
procurement of funds. The thought is that the
benevolent benefactors of various funds might
not be willing to give their support if they were
in some way offended. "Given Anonymously"
apparently has a very thin skin which covers a
good deal of jelled prejudice. In this way they
directly control the material which you pay for.
The El Burro is not intended to be a text book
for closing minds, nor do we believe the student
body is such that they are gullible enough to
take everything which we print to heart. Our
wish is to entertain and inform. And we have
more respect for our readers responsibility and
intelligence than our outside censors. If the material which they ~nd proper happens to be in
your actual interest, then all the better, but if
not, then, too bad. (They do not make the distinction between the word "actual" and "in my
considered · opinion.") To be completely fair, it
js riow necessary to present the subjects of the
two deletions so you may judge their propriety.

.
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The first was in the form of a single photograph which was obtained from one of our sister
publications published by the students of Stanford. It is a news photograph' of an American
soldier, lying face down on a bridge, dead. Under it is printed: "Join the Action Army." Let
me make it clear that the El Burro has never,
and so far as I can see, will never make an editorial statement on the Vietnamese War. This
photograph has shock value and points out a
basic absurdity in government a,dvertising. You
will notice there is, in this issue, a poem· which
states an opposite view. The poem was not
found to be offensive. What was finally .considered proper is the photograph, as toothless and
impotent as it is, of the bomber. It is a statement of nothing, but it was decided upon because it would not cause a gasp from downtown
and possibly result in the tightening of the
purse-strings of charity. It is cute though, isn't
it? The lesson here shows us that a milksop
attitude will -result in the better things which
money can buy.
The second article is a complete parody of
the popularity of Christ vs. John Lennon. In
the opinion of the few people who have read
it, including the Interfaith Council President,
Chuck Peartree, this is one of the most humerous articles they have ever read in any college
or university publication, and places the entire
absurd controversy in the proper perspective.
When it was presented to John Middagh he
too though it was funny, but before giving his
stamp of approval, he asked the advice of sev·
eral councils including President Joseph Ray,
wh:> told him that he could not dictate what to
print. After stating· to the editor, Richard
Schreibstein, that it was not to be printed, the
article was then taken to two English instructors, who gave $5.00 each to start contributions
so the article could be printed as advertising at
regular rates. One of them remarked that he
wished more of his students could write as well.
This idea also failed· the acceptability test with
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Until today) the cloJeJt Ken 9iJher had been to
olrgentina waJ a travel brochure.
Now look at him.
A lot has happened in the past few hours.
First he embezzled six hundred thousand from his
father's bank. (Daddy always told him to think big.)
Then he bought a ticket for Buenos Aires. (No extradition rights with Argentina.)
Then he board.e d his Untied flight and settled back
to the best meal he'd ever had aloft. (A sizzling sirloin
with all the trimmings.)
The he listened to some stereo . . . and suddenly he
saw the Rio de Ia Plata slide beneath him and presto!
He was in Buenos Aires, inhaling the soft air and pinching the money to make sure it was real.

llu
.. Lefs see, did I pack
that last thousand? ..

the
/rienJly JkieJ

o/
Untied

Now Ken is discovering one of the most beautiful
sights in the world: Golfo San Matias from the beaches
of Peninsula Valdes.
lie's discovering a bit of the world he'd have had
to scrimp thirty years as a teller to see.
And Untied flies to more of it, more often, with more
jets, than any other airline.

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Send now for your Argentina Kit.
It features a new 128-page guide book (a $1.95 value)
plus your phony passport and names of corrupt customs officials.
Just enclose $1.00 with this coupon and mail to Untied
Air Lines, P. 0. Box 707, Dept. 4-Q, Garden City,
New York 13137.
Name________________________________________

Address_________ ________________
City________ State_____~mount _ _ __
Money by U.S. Mint

--'

Copyright 1966 Untied Air Lines, Inc.

